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Intellectual culture of the Copper Eskimos. Texts set to music as art song or choral works [warning - not necessarily comprehensive]. [X] indicates a placeholder for a text that is not yet in the database * indicates that a text cannot (yet?) be displayed on this site because of its copyright status. Special notes: All titles and first lines are included in this index, including those used by composers. Titles used by the text author appear in boldface. First lines appear in italics. A language code in a blue rectangle like ENG indicates that a translation to that language is available. A grey "Songs of the Copper Eskimos. Report of the Canadian Arctic Expedition, vol. XIV (1913-18). "Old Song of the Musk Ox People" from Rasmussen, Knud (trans. W. E. Calvert). "Intellectual Culture of the Copper Eskimos. Report of the Fifth Thule Expedition, 1921-24, vol. VII, no. 1 (1929). "Delight in Nature" and "Ptarmigan" from Rasmussen, Knud.